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Features

The JK50 is a highly reliable small-sized contact 
pressure gauge equipped with a photo micro sensor 
contact mechanism. It is used primarily as an alarm, but 
can also be used as a high-capacity open-and-close 
switch through the relay.

・Small and lightweight, the pressure switch is 
convenient where space is limited.
・The use of a non-contact switch decreases the
deadband.
・It can offer accurate pressure indication even arter the
switch is actuated.

＊To maximize performance, when selecting a pressure gauge, please 
   select the pressure range as the upper limit of normal operating 
   pressure is within the following range.
　　In the case of constant pressure: 
            3/4 and under of the maximum value in the pressure range
　　In the case of fluctuating pressure:
            2/3 and under of the maximum value in the pressure range
　Please ensure that the wetted parts materials listed are suitable for 
   the use against measuring gas or liquid.
　For details, please refer to JIS B 7505-1.

List of grade

Grade

Wetted parts material

Cleaning level

Adjustment test media

Packing form

Leak test

Cleaning

Work area

SUS316L

BA
(Bright Annealing)

Class Ⅳ
(ANSI B40, 1M-1979)

1.01×10-9 Pa・m3/s and under

N₂ gas

Sealed by polyethylene bag

① Coarse cleaning
② Ultrasonic cleaning
③ Finish cleaning
④ N₂ gas flushing

① General work area
② Clean room (Class 10,000)
③ Clean bench (Class 100)

SUS316L
(Gas contact surface polished)

EP
 (Electro Polishing)

10 and under particles of 0.2 μm or greater

JK50
Pressure Gauge
with Optical Switch 
for Semiconductor Industry



Item Description

Fluid

Pressure element

Mounting Lower connection

Air or liquid

C-shaped bourdon tube

Normal conditions (No flammable liquids or explosive gaseous atmospheres)Operating condition

φ50Size

0 to 0.2 → 0 to 5MPa
-0.1 to 0.1 → -0.1 to 2MPaPressure range

9/16-18UNFConnection

3％F.S. and underDeadband

Photo micro sensorSwitch

1-contactNumber of contacts

Externally adjustableSetting system

LED display (Lit when switched to ON.)Operation display

1 m lengthCable

270° (Depends on the pressure range)Scale angle

Polycarbonate　　Screw typeOuter frame

SUS304  (Material)Case material

Indoor useEnclosure

Approx. 200 gWeight

-5 to 40℃ (No freezing or condensation)Operating temperature

8 to 30V DCPower source

±２％F.S.Accuracy

±0.5％F.S.Repeatability

Optical switch

In photoelectric method, the signal is extracted 
whether or not to shed light of the light-emitting 
element to the light receiving element. Since 
the detection is executed in a completely 
non-contact, contact failure does not occur and 
the life of the switch is long.

Douser

Light receiving
element

Light-emitting
element
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Specification 1

Specification 2

Electrical characteristics:

Output signal

NPN open collector output
 30V DC, 120mA max.

Withstand voltage

1000V AC
Between each terminal
and case 1 minute

100V DC
100MΩ or more

Between each terminal
and case

Insulation resistance
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JK50
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Unit: mm

Wiring

□14

9/16-18UNF

Lamp

Cable

Setting adjustment shaft

1 m (Standard)

Cable

Setting adjustment shaft

1 m (Standard)

9/16-18UNF

□14

Lamp

φ
58

φ
58

(30)

(12)

(30)

(12)

(48)

(48)

(6
6)

(5
3.
3)

Dimensions

①Relay connection
(Red)

(White)

(Black)

Relay output

Relay
Transistor protective diode
Required to mount to the relay

Power source (+)

Power source (-)
Note
Rated current and voltage of operation coil
of relay should be in transister's rating.

②Photocoupler connection
(Red)

(White)

(Black)

Open collector output

Photocoupler

Power source (+)

Power source (-)

Current limit resistance

JK50-1G4
      　1G3

JK50-1E4
        1E3
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＊Specify "X" if there is no specification item.

[Manufacturing range]
　・Accuracy: ±2.0%F.S.
　・Setting: Externally adjustable
　・Power source: 8 to 30V DC
　Note: Settable to either H or L.

J K 5 0 1 0
①Pressure Gauge

with Optical Switch

Model

② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩ ⑪ ⑫ ⑬ ⑭ ⑮

Selective spec.Model number Additional spec. (Option)

①
Mounting General type (Lower connection)1

E
GConnection

②

0 to 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 
     1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3.5, 5MPa

Pressure range
④

2

-0.1 to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6,
     1, 1.5, 2MPa  Compound gauge1

BA Grade

EP Grade

3

4

A H: Upper limit 1-contact (Note)
Contact
⑤

Grade
③

B  L : Lower limit 1-contact (Note)

Switch
⑥

0 Standard (Photo micro sensor)

9/16-18UNF (1/4CVC Male nut)
9/16-18UNF (1/4CVC Female nut)
Other specifications

Element

C-shaped bourdon tube

C-shaped bourdon tube

Scale angle

270°

270°

Pressure range

0⑮
1

Nil
Document Required

 (Please specify the desired documents separately.)
 Submission drawings,
 instruction manual,
 inspection procedure, mill test report,
 test report (1 pc 1 copy),
 inspection / traceability certificate,
 attended inspection
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Please specify the model number, each specs and the range for ordering.Model number configuration

Please specify the pressure
range and units separately
besides selection of 
range code.
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